Abstract. It is a challenge to design a well balanced reputation system for an environment with millions of users. A reputation system must also represent user reputation as a value which is simple and easy to compare and will give users straightforward suggestions who to trust. Since reputation systems rely on feedbacks given by users, it is necessary to collect unbiased feedbacks.
Introduction
In this paper we propose a novel approach to manage reputation of users. The method presented in this paper is fairly general and may by applied in a wide variety of ecommerce systems, online communities, social media, or even multi-agent system. The field that can take most advantage of HIPER is online trading. Therefore in this paper we will describe our method from the perspective of an online auction's reputation system and refer to truster as a buyer and trustee as a seller. With HIPER we want to solve wellknown problems of the eBay's reputation system (like quality variations over time). Also, we have realised that if buyers are to provide feedbacks without hesitation, they must be more anonymous. Instead of providing another sophisticated formula to calculate reputation, our method replaces the single reputation value with two separate values -hidden and public reputation. Hidden and Indirect (Probabilistically Estimated) Reputations -HIPER Method splits seller's reputation into two related values: 1. Hidden Reputation (HR) represents the direct, explicit value of seller's reputation. The system computes HR value using one of the standard algorithms but hides this value from the portal users, even the seller does not know his/her HR value. HR calculation is based on direct ratings from buyers and its value changes every time a new feedback rating is provided. 2. Indirect Reputation (IR) is a periodically changing, public and randomised reputation value. IR is recalculated probabilistically according to the current HR value. IR value is a publicly visible reflection of the Hidden Reputation.
F O U N D A T I O N S O F C O M P U T I N G A N D D E C I S I O N S C I E N C E S

Motivations
Most of auction sites provide very simple participation counts for reputation rating. On eBay, Taobao or Allegro the highest reputation scores characterise users who participate in auctions most often, not necessarily those who provide the best quality of service and best-quality products. A reputation system must adapt to changes in the users' behavior. Thus ratings should be discounted over time so that the most recent feedbacks have more impact on the users's reputation value. A user who starts acting unfair must lose reputation quickly and old feedbacks will have little influence on the reputation value. This will minimize the quality variations over time problem (see survey [6] for details) or event prevent playbooks attack (see [5] for details).
Not every transaction is followed by feedbacks, which makes it difficult to asses reputations. One of the reason why users do not leave any feedback is the fear of a reciprocated negative feedback which probably appears as an answer to the publicly expressed dissatisfaction [8] . Analyses show that there are almost no negative feedbacks on online auction portals. In our previous work [11] we statistically analysed the structure of feedbacks on Allegro and found out that 99% of feedbacks were positive. Similar results are reported in [13] . Likewise on eBay: it was found by [16] that only 0.6% of all the feedbacks provided by buyers were negative. These results were confirmed by [3] and [9] .
Why There Are Almost No Negative Feedbacks?
Of course it is great that most of the transactions are successful but studies suggest that buyers are sometimes hesitant to give negative feedbacks even when necessary. This phenomenon is called "reporting bias" or "bias towards positive ratings" and is among the most important problems of trust and reputation systems (see survey [6] ). Many authors, example [2, 13] realised that a seller who receives a bad rating may retaliate unfairly. In [9] authors quote many eBay users to demonstrate fear of retal-iation and conclude "positive feedbacks are likely to be given too often and negatives are likely to be given too seldom".
Fear of retaliation is a big problem also due to possible lawsuits against buyers who deliver negative feedbacks [14] . There are press reports about lawsuits against eBay users [21, 19, 22] and Allegro users [20] . Consequently in most auction sites there are almost no negative feedbacks therefore it is very difficult to spot suspicious sellers and fraudsters. Lack of negative feedbacks makes it virtually impossible to differentiate between sellers' reliability.
How to Overcome "Bias Towards Positive Ratings"?
Some authors suggest that both buyer and seller should reveal their rating simultaneously [15] , or to make sellers rate first (however this will give a dishonest seller an opportunity to postpone or block the unwanted rating). Dellarocas and Wood [3] realised that the situation is potentially more complex. For example a buyer has no incentive to give a negative feedback but would rather try to negotiate. A buyer will not get his/her money back by giving negative feedback, but he/she can lose reputation because of the retaliatory negative feedback One way to overcome this problem is to take into consideration transactions which did not get any feedback. When a buyer who usually provides feedbacks does not rate one particular transaction, this transaction probably was not successful. The reputation system may treat lack of any feedback from the buyer as a "partly-negative feedback", such system was proposed in [13] . Silent transactions (i.e., transactions for which no feedback was posted) should become a part of a trader's feedback profile [3] .
Another option is to mine textual comments. For example, methods presented in [7] can be applied also to positive comments and search for words "but", "however", "almost", etc.
But these are half measures, to solve bias towards positive rating problem users' fear from retaliation -the psychological barrier must be broken. Anonymity would be a solution but complete anonymity is unacceptable because it allows any abuse without consequences.
Our Solution
Our idea is to hide the exact feedbacks. It is of course not enough to simply hide the username of the feedback provider because the seller may easily spot her/his reputation drops and find out who gives the negative feedback. Therefore feedbacks should not change the reputation value directly so users are not aware of who and when gave each feedback.
In HIPER method a provided feedback changes Hidden Reputation(HR) directly, whereas Indirect Reputation (IR) is changing asynchronously. IR is changing periodically but the changes (positive or negative) are probabilistically related to HR. The buyer is aware that his/her opinion will start to influence the seller's Indirect Reputation as soon as the feedback changes the Hidden Reputation.
HIPER Model
Given is a seller S and a set of finalised auctions (transactions) in which this seller was involved A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n }. Given is a set of possible feedbacks' ratings from buyers R (in case of eBay-like online auctions R = {−1, 0, 1} where each value represents the "negative", "neutral" and "positive" feedback respectively). A seller's auction is described by a rating and a transaction price a i = ⟨r i , p i ⟩. Let HR i represents the seller's Hidden Reputation after i-th transaction (i-th feedback gained by this seller). Let IR t represent the seller's Indirect Reputation in time t, where t = 0, 1, .... are successive time instants spaced at uniform time intervals.
Hidden Reputation HR is changing after a feedback/rating is provided whereas Indirect Reputation IR is changing periodically once every time instance t. Although the remainder of this section presents many different ways of computing HR and IR, the main rule is fixed: for every time instant t, IR t is probabilistically estimated according to the Hidden Reputation value at that time HR t .
Calculation of Hidden Indirect Reputation
The Hidden Reputation HR value is the reputation calculated in a "standard" way. After a new feedback is given, HR is changed. There are unlimited ways of calculating the Hidden Reputation value, in this paper we propose a few that will be easy to implement in real world systems. Later, in the experiment section we will discuss which of them is the most suitable one.
Simple Statistics
For many cases a measure of location, or central tendency, such as the arithmetic mean may be sufficient to compute HR.
Mean: Probably the simplest way of calculating reputation is the mean value of ratings. Let HR n be the value of the Hidden Reputation after n feedbacks/ratings obtained, then:
Rolling mean (moving average): Malicious sellers may cheat after having obtained a good reputation. This problem is called quality variations over time and is a common vulnerability of many reputation systems (see survey [6] ). Therefore we must consider using rolling mean to calculate reputation. This solution will punish sellers who stop providing high quality services (the value of HR calculated from recent transactions' ratings will be low). 
Normalization of ratings:
so the normalized ratings will be R ′ = {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. In case of eBay-like ratings systems (where R = {−1, 0, 1} i.e. negative, neutral or positive):
so normalized ratings will be R ′ = {0, 0.5, 1}. On one hand if HR = [0, 1] then we can define HR value as probability that the IR Indirect Reputation will grow. On the other hand buyers may want to interpret a seller with half the feedbacks negative as completely untrustworthy and if seller's HR drops below 0 then the seller's IR will decrease certainly. In the experiment section we try both approaches, with and without the normalization of ratings.
Taking Price into Consideration
In case of auctions and e-commerce, price of a product/service is important, therefore it should be taken into account when reputation is being calculated. The straightforward method is to use weighted mean:
In particular, the value imbalance problem (also called "accumulation" fraud [12, 10] ) may be used to exploit the reputation system. "Accumulation" fraud happens when a seller builds up the reputation by selling many unexpensive items for a while and then cheats selling expensive items. Therefore weighted-rolling mean may be the best method to calculate Hidden Reputation. However it may be necessary to use more sophisticated methods to calculate the Hidden Reputation, for example the methods presented in [17, 18, 12, 1, 4] . Since we do not intend to provide literature review in this paper, we only demonstrate this using a sample algorithm -our own Asymptotic Trust Algorithm (ATA) [11] .
Unlike many intricate algorithms, ATA keeps the simple way of interaction, i.e. buyers need only rate a transaction positive, negative, or neutral, therefore ATA can be implemented simultaneously with the systems currently used by eBay, Taobao or Allegro. ATA was designed in such a way that its resulting reputation is always in range [0, 1) and therefore can by used as a rough probability estimator of sellers behaviour. Product price is taken into account and dramatic change of a seller's behaviour causes dramatic change of his/her reputation value.
ATA: Let F (p) represent the change function of price -that function determines how much the reputation will change after a transaction. We also use a scaling factor α which is responsible for suddenness of reputation changes, the higher α the faster the reputation value will change. α is chosen arbitrarily from the range (0, 1] and is constant for the reputation system. ATA is based on the following iterative equation:
for negative feedback
In our implementation F (p) is defined as:
γ parameter is a positive number chosen arbitrarily depending on what prices are considered expensive. A desirable property of hyperbolic tangent is the way it is changing its values -it allows us to "smoothly" differentiate products by their prices.
Calculation of Indirect Reputation
The Indirect Reputation IR is estimated probabilistically and publicly available for all users. IR is being recalculated in every time instance t for every seller in the system. The interval between time instances is defined arbitrarily (for example IR might be recalculated once a day -see experiments section). The value of Indirect Reputation will increase if the value of Hidden Reputation is high at the given time t and decrease otherwise. The rate of increase/decrease depends on the number of transactions, so the frequent sellers will build up reputation quickly. Let t 0 denote the time instance when the seller starts her/his activity in the system and let T denote the time when we want to evaluate her/his reputation. Let f T be the frequency of the seller's interactions:
There are two basic ways of presenting the reputation value: as some kind of accumulation of ratings or as some kind of ratio of positive to negative ratings. For example eBay-like implementations accumulate ratings by summing them up (all positive feedbacks minus all negative ones), whereas Amazon shows the percentage of positive feedbacks over the recent year. On eBay and Allegro the reputation value is shown as colourful stars and there is no limit on the possible value of the reputation nor any method to decide how much reputation is enough. In many applications reputation needs to be normalized or at least to belong in a range. In this section we present both approaches to calculate IR.
Probabilistic Accumulation of Reputation
This approach allows us to keep the same order of magnitude of reputation values as eBay-like systems (this way we will not confuse the users). The idea is to increase the Indirect Reputation when the Hidden Reputation is high and decrease when HR is low. We accomplish this using the following iterative, probabilistic formula:
where u t is uniformly distributed random variable u t ∼ U(0, 1). Random values u t are chosen for every time instance t, but they are global -equal for all the sellers in the system. f t = i t is the frequency of the seller's interactions after a given time t. The public reputation, the IR values will be of the same order of magnitude as the reputation values currently present on eBay-like auction sites. This is an advantage in case of introducing HIPER to an existing online auction system. On the other hand reputation on eBay is based on a participation count and it depends mostly on the number of transactions and not necessarily on the quality of service -we do not eliminate that problem here.
Indirect Reputation as Mean
If we want public reputation, the IR values to be independent on the number of the seller's finalised transactions, it must belong in a range, preferably unit range [0, 1]. Also, in many cases reputation values need to be easily compared to each other. Furthermore, the public reputation can be represented as a percentage value (understandable for users).
To keep IR in the closed range [0, 1] we propose the following technique: let us define b t as an indicator which describes whether at time t the Hidden Reputation HR t is higher or equal to the uniformly distributed random value u t ∼ U(0, 1).
Our first method to keep IR in range [0, 1] is to calculate the weighted mean of these indicator values:
Again f t is the frequency of the user's interactions in time t.
Indirect Reputation Iteratively
Another method to calculate IR is to use an iterative algorithm (based on a similar principles as ATA, see Formula 5). The iterative method relays on b t values to decide whether the IR value should increase or decrease. When the HR value is low than the IR is decreased by a fraction of itself. When the HR value is high than the IR is increased by the fraction of its complement.
where α is a scaling factor chosen arbitrarily from the range (0, 1]. The starting value of reputation IR 0 does not have to be set to 0. We discuss these parameters' values in the experiment Subsection 5.3. F (f ) is the Change Function of Frequency, and similar to the Change Function of Price (see Formula 6) it must keep the same mathematical properties. Therefore F (f ) is also defined as hyperbolic tangent:
The above methods of calculating HR and IR have not exhausted all the possibilities. The main idea of HIPER is suitable for all kinds of calculation methods.
Demonstration of HIPER Principle
To demonstrate HIPER principle we present experiments conducted on a small dataset of synthetic data.
Let us consider a seller who gets feedbacks only at weekends. Every Saturday and every Sunday (for nine weeks) at 1PM the seller gets a feedback. This simple (though unusual) example allows us to demonstrate the way HIPER works. The seller gets 17 positive feedbacks and one negative feedback. On fifth Saturday (29th of January) the seller gets the negative feedback and this feedback is for a transaction 3 times more expensive than all the other transactions.
Hidden Reputation
Hidden Reputation HR is calculated in a "standard" way. Figure 1 demonstrates the Hidden Reputation values of the seller and compares different methods of calculating HR. For all calculation methods we can easily spot that the ninth feedback was negative, but the drop of the reputation differs. Charts on the left hand side of the Figure 1 show reputation changes when price is not taken into account. We see that for example the mean of normalized values produce gentle punishment for the negative feedback, whereas in case of rolling mean (in this experiment memory = 5) the change of reputation is sudden. Charts on the right hand side of the Figure 1 show methods that take price into account. We can see that the drop of reputation is larger for weighted mean than for mean on the left hand side. In case of Asymptotic Trust Algorithm the seller needs a few positive transactions to build up reputation, and a sudden change in behaviour result in the sudden drop in the reputation value 1 . 
Indirect Reputation
In this section we present and compare methods of calculating Indirect Reputation. From each of the above Hidden Reputation data series we derive the Indirect Reputations. In the following experiments the time interval between IR calculations is set to one day. We draw a set of random values u t once and than use the same set of random values in all the following experiments. For comparison we added a chart of reputation that would be calculated using the standard eBay's algorithm (positive feedbacks minus negative feedbacks). In the previous section we observed that mean of normalized values results in "more gentle punishment for negative feedback" therefore IR derived from this HR dataset is the least affected by the negative feedback. In case of the rolling mean the HR drops suddenly and after 5 transactions (the size of memory) HR goes back to the highest value -this is reflected by the IR value: it stops growing for a while.
IR as Probabilistic Accumulation
Right hand side of the Figure 2 shows what happens to the IR if we take price into account while calculating HR. Since the negative feedback is related to a transaction three times more expensive the change of HR value at the and of January is more drastic. Therefore the IR values in February are lower on the right hand side of the Figure 2 . In case of ATA, HR is growing slowly, consequently resulting IR is below zero for several days. In a real life system this will make virtually impossible for a newcomer to gain trust.
As intended, probabilistic accumulation produces values similar (or at least in the same order of magnitude) to eBay's reputation algorithm. Unfortunately it also duplicate an essential problem of eBay's reputation algorithm -high reputation characterized experienced sellers not necessarily the honest ones. Figure 3 presents Indirect Reputation calculated as mean using Formula 10. To demonstrate how HR is reflected by IR, we compute IR values for each HR data series from Figure 1 . As intended, IR is taking values between 0 and 1. The choice of the HR calculation method influences IR in the similar way as before: normalization of rating results in "gentle" reaction on negative feedback and the rolling mean makes the reputation drop more "sudden". Again if we take price into consideration the reputation drop after the negative feedback occurs is much greater. If HR is calculated using ATA it takes a while to build up reputation.
IR as Mean
IR Iteratively
The iterative method defined by Formula 11 is based on one principle, i.e. at every time instance t IR increases or decreases depending on the current value of HR. Again, we take HR calculated in subsection 4.1 and compare how they influence Indirect Reputation 2 . In this calculation method reputation of a newcomer is low and the seller is building up reputation by getting positive feedbacks. This makes good reflection of the way humans trust each other -one needs to gradually gain trust of others.
The choice of the method of calculating HR has similar effect on iterative IR as before: the more ruthlessly HR is calculated, the more drastic is the Indirect Reputation loss after the negative feedback. If we compare charts on Figure 3 with the corresponding charts on Figure 4 we can observe that: Firstly, iterative IR reacts more distinctly on HR changes (in case of every HR method). Secondly, the randomness is more visible on charts with the iterative IR -even though there was only one negative feedback, we can see a few ups and downs.
Real Dataset Experiments
The experiments using synthetic datasets presented in the previous section were supposed to demonstrate the basic principle of HIPER. However, to choose the best calculation method for both HR and IR we need datasets from the real world. To address this we have obtained data about sellers' transactions from Allegro auction portal. Also, using this data we want to show that HIPER can be easily integrated into an existing system (without losing historical feedbacks).
Choosing Time Intervals of IR Calculation
In our previous experiments we intuitively chose day intervals between time instances. In this subsection we check whether other intervals product better results.
The Dataset: For this experiment we have chosen a seller who has a considerable number of neutral and negative feedbacks. Our dataset contains 151 feedbacks: 133 positive, 14 neutral and 4 negative. We have calculated HR using the rolling mean (with long memory: 30 feedbacks). Using the resulting HR data serries we have calculated IR values (by mean and interactive method) using different intervals between time instances t. Figure 5 compares the results. The left hand side of the figure shows the Indirect Reputation calculated using the mean method (Formula 10) and the right hand side shows IR calculated using the iterative method (Formula 11). Both methods ran three times using different intervals between IR calculations: 1 hour, 1 day and 1 week. The bottom of the Figure 5 shows the corresponding Hidden Reputation values (the same on both sides). In case of very long time intervals: one week (168 hours) -IR values are very random. In case of very short time intervals: one hour -IR values follow corresponding HR values very precisely (this is particularly visible on the right hand side of the figure where IR is calculated iteratively). Since one of the main purposes of HIPER is to obfuscate detailed feedbacks' history such close correlation is not intended. The interval of one day is the "happy medium": IR values follow HR values with slight and random delays.
Choosing Calculation Methods
Since online auction sites report many complaints about "accumulation" fraud (see [12] ) for this experiment we have chosen a seller from Allegro who gained a lot of As we have concluded in the previous section (using synthetic datasets), if probabilistic accumulation is used to calculate IR, HIPER does not solve the main problems of the eBay's participation count algorithm. Therefore we consider only the mean and the iterative methods of IR calculation.
We choose two methods of computing HR: the mean (the charts on the left hand side of the Figure 6 ) and the rolling mean with long memory: 30 feedbacks (charts on the right hand side the figure). Indirect Reputation calculated as the mean is presented on the charts in the upper part of the Figure 6 , whereas the iterative IR implementation is presented in the bottom part of the figure.
We can see how HR calculation method influences the IR. If the HR is calculated as the rolling mean, the public reputation IR is changing rapidly after the rapid change of seller's behavior, which was our intention. Note that in this experiment we would use the weighted-rolling mean to calculate HR but our dataset did not contain transaction prices.
Results of this experiment suggest that IR should be calculated as mean (with Formula 10) because it produces more "stable" reputation values. On the other hand, the iterative IR reacts quicker on the behaviour change. Random changes produced by the iterative IR calculations may be useful to obfuscate the exact feedbacks even more. This randomness is adjustable -see the next subsection. 
Fine-tuning of Iterative Parameters
In all the previous experiments for the iterative IR we used the scaling factor α = 0.3 and the starting value IR 0 = 0. These parameters allow us to demonstrate the idea behind the iterative method. However, these parameters may be used for adjustment and fine-tuning of the iterative method. In the previous experiment (Subsection 5.2) we saw how "chaotic" changes the iterative method may produce. In this subsection we present Indirect Reputation of the same seller 3 but calculated using different parameters: Figure 7 . The charts on the left hand side of the Figure 7 compare the results from the previous experiment: IR calculated as the mean and iteratively (with the scaling factor α = 0.3). As we concluded from the previous experiment, the iterative method reacts quicker on the behaviour change but in some cases it produces random changes in public reputation IR. The right hand chart of the Figure 7 shows the iterative calculation method using different scaling factors: α = 0.1 and α = 0.6. We can see how smaller α value reduces "randomness" of the IR data series. Unfortunately, a small value of α scaling factor makes the seller to wait very long and conduct many transactions to build up reputation. However, the starting value of IR does not need to be 0, newcomers may start from some level of reputation. To the charts in Figure 7 we have added IR data series with the starting value IR 0 = 0.5. As we can see in this case, the seller's reputation achieves high values quicker, but later (say from October 2007) the data series based on the same α value coincide.
Experiment Results
We want the reputation system to assess old feedbacks as less important. This will protect the reputation system from the quality variations over time problem (which was advocated by many, see for example classic SPORAS algorithm [17] ). This demand is met when the Hidden Reputation is calculated using the rolling mean. Also to prevent the accumulation fraud, price must be taken into account, therefore the best method for HR calculation is the weighted-rolling mean.
IR calculated as the mean reflects changes in sellers behavior quite accurately. However, using the iterative method makes each seller build reputation gradually and IR drops faster if the seller stops acting honestly. Consequently we recommend IR to be calculated iteratively and HR to be calculated as the weighted-rolling mean in case of online auctions 4 .
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented the HIPER -Hidden and Indirect (Probabilistically Estimated) Reputations method. The HIPER method instead of providing another intricate algorithm of computing reputation, provides an unconventional way to encourage buyers to give feedbacks without hesitation. Instead of a single reputation value, HIPER uses two values: Hidden Reputation HR and Indirect (public and probabilistically estimated) Reputation IR. No user (especially the seller himself/herself) knows the exact value of HR. Instead, the system shows IR which is periodically and slightly randomly changing according to the current value of HR. We have described HIPER in context of e-commerce and online auctions but our method is general enough to be applied elsewhere. Funny it may seem, this idea is very promising. HIPER will provide good estimation of reputation by applying higher weights to recent transactions (newer feedback are more important) and take price into account. Consequently, HIPER will prevent many types of common attack schemes. Even more important is the psychological aspect of HIPER: if buyers do not fear the retaliation they will provide unbiased feedbacks. Our experiments show that a seller will not know who and when gives him/her a negative feedback. Therefore buyers may feel free to provide unbiased feedbacks and at the same time the public value of reputation is a good reflection of sellers' trustworthiness. In the paper we have shown only a few methods of computing Hidden and Indirect Reputation while HIPER is an "open solution", a framework that allows to use virtually any calculation methods. We will be happy to combine efforts with other researchers and implement or test their algorithms as a component of HIPER. For example we are considering taking into account the reputation of feedback provider in calculation of HR -therefore an additional system to asses buyers reputation is required.
HIPER is based on the same simple method of interaction currently used on eBay (users rating each transaction as positive, neutral or negative). Also other rating systems (for example 5-star eating system) can be easily adopted to work with HIPER. In the experiment section we also have shown that HIPER can be used as a datamining technique on historical feedbacks. Therefore HIPER can be easily introduced to an existing e-commerce system.
